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Distributed avatar animation is used in many applications that
depict human models interacting with networked virtual
environments [2]. Distributed virtual environments (DVEs) either
require exchange of motion files between hosts to simulate the
avatar motion, or use locally stored motion data [3] [4] [5] [6].
Efficient use of locally stored motion data, or data obtained via
streaming from a server, is essential for power-constrained clients,
such as pocket PCs, PDAs and laptop PCs operating in battery
mode, in a mobile network environment. Efficient compression of
the motion data, that yields a significant compression ratio, and
also requires minimal CPU cycles on the client side for reception
and decompression, is needed. For this purpose, MPEG-4 has
proposed H-Anim standards to represent virtual humans [7] [8]
[16]. A virtual human body model (avatar) is animated using a
stream of body animation parameters (BAPs) encoded for lowbitrate transmission in dedicated interactive communications and
broadcast environments [9] [17] [18]. The BAPs control the
various independent degrees of freedom in the skeletal avatar
model to produce an animation of the body parts. The MPEG-4
standard comprises of a standard compression pipeline for
efficient compression of the BAPs [10] [11].
A major disadvantage of the existing MPEG-4
compression standard is that decompression of the data at the
client end, for real-time applications, requires extra CPU cycles,
consequently consuming extra power in the client device. Hence,
it is desirable to have a compression method which reduces the
network throughput requirement significantly, and requires
minimum computation at the client side to reconstruct the motion
data from the compressed data. This is important in order to
conserve both the network bandwidth and power consumption in
the client device.
In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a
novel motion data file format, termed the Quantized Motion Data
(QMD) file format, which is suitable for compression of motion
data for bandwidth-and power-constrained clients in a mobile
network environment. The QMD files can be used either for
locally stored motion data or for streaming motion data from a
server. The compression algorithm used to create a QMD file from
the motion data uses indexing of the floating point numbers in the
original motion data. This enables significant compression, as the
indices can be represented using fewer bytes than the original
floating point data. Reconstruction of the motion can be obtained
by simply using the indices and a corresponding lookup table,
which is also included in the QMD file. Using the QMD file, it is
possible to recover a good approximation to the original motion
data, without having to explicitly decompress the data, thus saving
CPU cycles at the client end. Since the creation of indexed data
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1. INTRODUCTION
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invariably leads to motion reconstruction error, we have used a
novel technique for efficient lookup table construction, by
intelligently exploiting the inherent hierarchical structure of the
skeletal avatar mode. This results in negligible perceptible error in
the reconstructed motion. There is an inevitable tradeoff between the
size of the QMD file, network throughput requirements of the
distributed application, and the quality of the reconstructed motion.
This tradeoff is quantitatively controllable via three quality control
parameters which are specified in the QMD file. We have proposed
a simple method for determining the optimal combination of the
three parameters to maximize the reconstructed motion quality and
simultaneously minimize the QMD file size. We have also proposed
an application layer protocol which renders the QMD file format
useful for real time streaming of the data for distributed virtual
reality applications.
There exist quantization methods for efficient use and
distribution of avatar motion data over the network. Endo et al. [12]
propose quantization of the motion type, rather than the motion data
itself. Hijiri et al. [13] describe a new data packet format which
allows flexible scalability of the transmission rate, and a data
compression method, termed as SHCM, which maximizes the
features of this format by exploiting 3D scene structure. Our method
uses quantization to achieve data compression in a manner similar to
the above paper, but by using a totally different approach. Giacomo
et al. [14] present methods for adapting a virtual human’s
representation and animation stream, and practical details for the
integration of these methods into MPEG-4 and MPEG-21
architectures. Aubel et al. [15] explain the technique of using
imposters to improve the display rate of animated characters by
acting solely on the geometric and rendering information.
The techniques mentioned above do not describe any
direct impact on power consumption on the client device where the
animation is being rendered. Also, there is not sufficient quantitative
analysis of the quality of the rendered motion after de-compression
of the compressed motion data. The technique proposed in this
paper not only allows for low-bandwidth transfer of motion data
using motion data quantization, but is also suitable for data reception
and data reconstruction on power constrained devices such as PDAs
and Pocket PCs in a mobile network environment. In addition, the
proposed method incorporates quality control parameters, which
lead to fine control of throughput and quality of the reconstructed
motion. Quantitative analysis of the quality of reconstructed motion
supports our claim that the proposed method is useful for quality
control of the motion files.
In the sections to follow, we first describe the body
animation parameter (BAP) representation of the motion data, which
is part of the MPEG-4 H-Anim standard. Next, we describe a
technique for converting standard motion data to the QMD file
format for efficient compressed representation of the motion data.
Next, we describe a simple application layer protocol that can be
used to achieve real time animation via streaming. Next, we analyze
the network throughput requirements and quality of the
reconstructed motion, and compare the results with those obtained
using the compression technique defined in the MPEG-4 standard.
Finally, we present the conclusions and outline areas for future
improvements.

second or fps) and m is the number of degrees of freedom for the
avatar (the maximum value of m = 296 as defined in MPEG-4
standard). Each row of the matrix represents a pose of the avatar
for a small time step. Each column corresponds to either the
displacement of the model from a fixed origin, or the Euler angle
of rotation of a particular joint in the skeletal avatar to achieve the
desired pose during the corresponding time interval. Successive
rows of X depict incremental changes in the pose of the avatar in
small time steps, thus animating the avatar.
In our application, we have used a 62-dimensional
avatar, with a frame rate of 33 fps. This means that, for a 10
second motion sequence, the motion matrix X is a 330 x 62 array
of floating point numbers. The first 3 columns of X represent the
absolute displacement of the avatar from a fixed origin in the 3-D
virtual world. The next three columns represent the absolute
orientation of the avatar with respect to the virtual world
coordinates. As a first step in the compression process, the matrix
X is represented by a difference matrix, dn-1 x m, and the initial
pose vector I, where I is assigned the first row of X, and the rows
of d are the differences between successive rows of X.
I1, j = X1, j
di, j = Xi+1, j – Xi, j

j = 1, 2, …, m
i = 1... n-1; j = 1…m

The difference matrix d, subsequently termed the motion matrix,
can be interpreted as successive small angular changes needed by
the avatar for each of its degrees of freedom in order to realize the
desired animation. Without loss of generality, we will assume that
d has n rows.

3. CONVERSION OF d TO QMD FILE
FORMAT
Before describing in detail the conversion of the motion matrix d
to the QMD file format, we first outline the intuition behind the
proposed technique. The motion difference matrix d represents
small successive changes in the joint angles over small intervals of
time. For approximately periodic and regular motions such as
walking, jogging and running, a collection of all the n●m floating
point numbers of the corresponding motion matrix d exhibit a
tendency to form a finite number of clusters. Taking a cue from
this observation, we can assign the n●m floating point numbers in
d to a finite number of buckets. Each bucket, in turn, is associated
with a floating point number which best describes the collection of
floating point numbers within the bucket. The basic concept
underlying the QMD file format is to be able to index some
(perhaps all) of the floating point numbers within the original
motion matrix d, and generate a corresponding lookup table for
the indices. This compression method results in significant data
reduction, as each index value can be represented using fewer
bytes that the corresponding floating point number.
In the next three subsections, we describe in detail the
process of indexing the motion data in the matrix d, and the
creation of the lookup table. The indices and the lookup table
constitute the core of the QMD file. In the fourth subsection, we
describe the QMD file format, which implements the proposed
quantization technique. For the purpose of explanation, we assume
that each index is represented by a single byte, or 8-bits; i.e., the
values of the indices lie between 0 and 255. Later, we will analyze
other indices of sizes 9 and higher number of bits.

2. MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF BAPs
The BAPs are represented as an n x m dimensional matrix X,
where n is a multiple of the frame rate (expressed as frames per
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results in reduced error in the motion reconstructed using the lookup
table. The detailed steps for creating the lookup table are as follows.
Step 1: The avatar is represented by a hierarchical skeletal model
(Figure 1). For each m-dimensional pose vector, each dimension, or
column in the motion matrix d, is associated with a level li. The
level li signifies the importance of the degree of freedom associated
with a particular joint, in the overall displacement of the model
joints. A joint i, at level li = 1, when given a small angular
displacement, affects the model more in terms of the overall
displacement, than a joint j at level lj = 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6.
Step 2: After assigning level values to the various joints of the
avatar model, these joint level values are used to compute a
weighted sum of the floating point numbers assigned to a bucket.
The lookup value for the jth entry in table Tlookup is given by:

Figure 1: An example of the hierarchical structure of a human
skeletal model consisting of 31 nodes, with a total of 62
degrees of freedom of motion (rotational and translational).
For convenience, the root node is drawn at the bottom.

1
A[i ]
k
i∈bucket ( j ) (l i )
k
,
T lookup [j] =
1
∑
k
i∈bucket ( j ) (l i )

∑

3.1 Indexing of motion data d
We have used the equal frequency distribution technique to assign
the n●m floating point numbers in d to buckets numbered from 0 to
255. This is done as follows:

j = 0, 1... 255

(1)

where k is a constant. Empirical observations have revealed that as
k increases, the Tlookup values result in a better approximation to
the data, resulting in reduced displacement error. This is due to the
fact that the numbers associated with level = 1 affect the
displacements in the body the most. Hence, emphasizing the
numbers within a bucket with level = 1 leads to better
approximation of the motion data. As k Æ ∞, all the weighting
terms in equation (1) tend to zero, except the terms with level =1.
Hence, while calculating the weighted sum of the numbers in a
bucket, we consider only those numbers with level = 1 (selective
averaging), and compute a simple mean of these numbers. If none
of the entries in a bucket have level =1, we use the next smallest
level to compute the weighted sum. A simple schematic diagram
depicting the quantization of the original motion matrix X is given
in Figure 2.

Step 1: Collect all the data in matrix d into a single 1-D array A of
size n●m, and sort the array A in ascending order. Multiply all the
numbers in A by the resolution quantization term (RQT), M (here,
M = 10000). Round the numbers to represent integers in the range
[Amin●M, Amax●M].
Step 2: The integers in the range [Amin●M, Amax●M] are divided into
buckets numbered from 0 to 255. It is desirable to allocate each of
the 256 buckets an equal share of n●m numbers in A. This implies
that each bucket should have freq = (Amax●M - Amin●M)/256 numbers
allocated to it. This is done by creating histogram of the integers in
A, and dividing the histogram into 256 vertical strips such that each
strip has the same area, freq. After all the numbers in A have been
allocated a bucket numbered from 0 to 255, the numbers in A are
divided by the RQT to recover the original floating point numbers.
At the end of this step, we get a set of 256 buckets.
bucket(j) for j = 0 to 255, such that each floating point entry in the
motion data matrix d is contained in exactly one of the 256 buckets.
An index matrix dindex is used to store the bucket number for the
corresponding entry in the matrix d.

3.3 Motion matrix decomposition for motion
sequences of long durations
In the previous two subsections, we have discussed in detail the
creation of the index matrix dindex from the motion matrix d, and
the creation of the corresponding lookup table Tlookup. The

3.2 Lookup table for the index matrix dindex

Initial
Pose
Vector I

The next step is to create a lookup table Tlookup with 256 buckets,
numbered 0 to 255, for the indices created in dindex. This lookup
table is used to map each of the indices to a corresponding floating
point number such that a suitable approximation to the original
motion matrix d can be recovered.
The creation of the lookup table for recovery of the
original motion data matrix d, from the index matrix dindex, is
critical, since recovery of the floating point data after discretization
invariably results in motion distortion. A simple method to recover
the floating point number associated with a bucket is to compute the
simple average of all the floating point numbers assigned to the
bucket. However, this invariably leads to poor approximation of the
original motion matrix d. We have found that intelligent exploitation
of the hierarchical structure of the skeletal avatar model can lead to
the construction of a superior lookup table Tlookup, which, in turn,

Original
Motion
Matrix
X

Difference
Matrix d

Initial
Pose
Vector I
Lookup
Table
Tlookup
Index
Matrix
dindex

Figure 2: The compression steps. The first step is converting
the original motion matrix X to an initial pose vector I, and a
difference matrix d. The difference matrix d is then converted
to an index matrix dindex and the corresponding lookup table
Tlookup.
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proposed motion indexing technique yields good results for most
types of avatar motions, for time durations of around a minute or
less. For a motion data sequence spanning several minutes, it is
difficult to quantize the motion matrix in a satisfactory manner.
This is because the number of floating point numbers in a motion
matrix increases with each additional frame or pose. This leads to
the assignment of a large number of floating point numbers to each
bucket. As a result, the single floating point number representing the
collection of floating point numbers assigned to a bucket is less
likely to a good representation of the numbers assigned to the
bucket. Consequently, the selective averaging method leads to poor
approximation of the original motion matrix for long animation
sequences.
To overcome this difficulty, we decompose larger motion
matrices into smaller motion matrices. The difference matrix d is
represented by a succession of smaller matrices d1, d2, …, dL
consisting of an equal number of frames, denoted by nd; i.e. each
fragmented motion matrix has nd rows. Each of the smaller matrices
of size nd x m in turn is discretized using the above method resulting
in separate lookup tables, Tlookup1, …, TlookupL and the
corresponding index matrices dindex1, …, dindexL. This simple
technique yields a good approximation to the motion data of any
arbitrary duration. The computation of nd is done such that it
minimizes both the file size and the resulting reconstruction error.
We describe the techniques used to compute nd in Section 5.

Figure 3: The QMD file format for compressed representation
of a segment of motion data in total motion matrix d. N = nd
and M correspond to the number or rows and number of
columns of motion matrix fragment. FDF is the fixed degree of
freedom, and #B is the number of bits b used to represent an
index value. The Initial Pose, “QMD” and Other Motion
Information are present only in the header of the first segment.

4. REAL TIME STREAMING OF MOTION
DATA
For motion data that can be stored on the server in the form of
motion matrix X, we propose a simple application layer protocol
to stream the data to resource-constrained clients. The original
motion data matrix X is converted to an initial pose vector I, index
matrix dindex and corresponding lookup table Tlookup, which are all
integrated within a single QMD file. The protocol required to
deliver this data across the network for real time distributed
applications is straightforward. Delivery of the QMD file to a
client is effectively equivalent to delivering the initial pose vector
I and the lookup table Tlookup, followed by a combination of the
partial d and dindex data. The client uses the partial floating point
data in d and the indices in dindex to look up the corresponding
floating point number in the lookup table Tlookup. The rendered
animation is a good approximation to the original motion data. A
schematic diagram depicting the protocol for streaming of motion
data from the server to a client is given in Figure 4.
For larger motion matrices, the previously described
technique of decomposing the motion matrix into smaller motion
matrices (Section 3.3) is used to deliver the motion data in the
form of distinct smaller groups of lookup tables and motion matrix
indices. At the client end, explicit decompression of the data is not
needed; instead, the client just uses the indices in dindex to get the
corresponding floating point number from Tlookup, and generates
the pose parameters to render the avatar animation.

3.4 The QMD file format
In the previous three subsections, we discussed in detail the various
steps involved in the quantization of the motion matrix d. It is
important to devise an efficient file format which integrates the
resulting compressed data obtained via motion quantization. The
proposed Quantized Motion Data (QMD) file format contains the
following information: the length of the motion sequences, the
dimensionality m of the pose vector, the initial pose vectors I for
each motion sequence, the lookup table Tlookup, and the matrix of
indices dindex. The numbers of bits b used to encode the indices is
specified in the header. The lookup table contains 2b floating point
numbers.
The QMD file format also contains a quality control
parameter which allows the animator the flexibility to choose a
combination of the original data and the quantized data. The quality
control parameter termed the Fixed Degree of Freedom (FDF), 0 ≤
FDF ≤ m (m = 62 in our case), defines the number of initial columns
of the motion matrix d which are not to be included in the
quantization step. Thus, a totally quantized motion is represented by
FDF = 0, whereas the original motion matrix is represented by FDF
= 62.
For motions of durations which are difficult to quantize
satisfactorily using a single lookup table, it is essential to decompose
the motion matrix into smaller segments. The original motion matrix
with n rows (frames) is decomposed into several smaller matrices,
each with nd rows. Each such motion matrix segment requires a
separate header containing all the motion file information mentioned
above. Successive segments are represented as blocks, each block
containing the header and the segment motion data. The additional
overhead of a lookup table for each segment is much less compared
to the main body of the segment motion data. The representation of
a typical motion segment in a QMD file is depicted in Figure 3.
A judicious combination of the parameters FDF, b and nd
is observed to result in very low reconstruction error for the
underlying motion data. We propose a simple exhaustive search
method for computing these parameters in Section 5.4.

5. ANALYSIS OF THROUGHPUT AND
QUALITY VS FDF, b AND nd

In this section, we analyze the throughput requirement when the
motion data is represented as a QMD file. We also analyze the
quality of the reconstructed motion when the QMD file format is
used for compressed motion data representation. We present our
analysis in three subsections. In the first subsection, we analyze
the required throughput for different types of motion as a function
of quality control parameters FDF (Fixed degrees of Freedom)
and the number of bits used for each index, b. In the second
subsection, we analyze the quality of the reconstructed motion
from the QMD file as a function of FDF and b. In the final
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Figure 4: The complete process of motion data delivery over the network. For real time streaming, the QMD file is delivered over the
network, which is equivalent to delivering the vector I, followed by Tlookup and finally dindex to the client side. The initial pose of the
avatar is rendered using the initial pose vector I. The client uses the indices of dindex to look up the floating point values from Tlookup
(all this information is present in the QMD file) to render the rest of the animation.
subsection, we propose a simple method of determining the three
quality control parameters, FDF, b and nd.

It is obvious from equations (2), (3) and (4) that the QMD file size
increases exponentially with the number of bits b used to represent
each index, but grows linearly with the value of FDF and nd.
Figure 5 shows the linear behavior of the file size bytes_QMD as
a function of FDF, with the values for b = 8, 9, 10, 11
corresponding to lookup table of sizes 256, 512, 1024 and 2048
respectively, and with nd = n. In Section 5.4, we present a method
to determine optimal values of the parameters FDF, b and nd to
maximize the quality of the reconstructed motion, and minimize
the throughput requirement.

5.1 Throughput requirement as function of
FDF and b
The QMD file format includes both the quantized and original
floating point data obtained by varying the quality control
parameters FDF (Fixed Degree of Freedom), b (number of bits
used to represent each index) and nd (number of frames in each
segment of a long motion sequence). The upper and lower bounds
for these integer parameters are: 0 ≤ FDF ≤ m, b = 8, 9,..,16 and nd

5.2 Motion quality as function of FDF and b

≤ n, where the motion matrix d is an n x m matrix. We assume that
the integer and floating point numbers are each 4 bytes long. In the
case of a motion data file that has been decomposed into smaller
segments, each segment contains a header and a data section. The
header contains all the relevant parameters and the lookup table
Tlookup. The data section contains the actual data from the matrices
d and dindex. The first header contains the initial pose vector, I,
which takes 4●m bytes.
The header file for each segment (Figure 3) takes 3
integers to define nd, m and FDF, a single byte for b (b < 255), and
4●2b bytes for the lookup table. Hence, the total number of bytes
taken by the header for a motion segment is
(2)

The actual motion data is represented by a matrix consisting of
floating point numbers and indices that can be represented by a
maximum of 2 bytes. The first FDF columns (0 < FDF ≤ m) are
floating point numbers taken directly from the motion matrix d,
and the next m – FDF columns are indices for the lookup table,
such that each index takes a maximum of b bits, or a maximum of
b/8 bytes. Hence, the total number of bytes needed for the
motion data segment is given by:

35

File Size in KB

(3)

30
25
20
15
10
5
56

49

42

35

28

0

21

0

For motion data spanning n frames, the number of blocks, or
motion segments, each consisting of nd frames, is n/nd. The last
block may contain less than nd frames. Hence, the maximum size
of a QMD file, in bytes, is given by:

14

segment_ motion = nd● (4●FDF + b/8● (m – FDF))

T h ro u g h p u t v s F D F a n d b

7

segment_ header = 4●2b + 13

From the last section, it can be observed that keeping b as low as 8
bits and FDF = 0 results in the minimum QMD file size for
representing the corresponding underlying motion. However,
reducing the number of bits leads to increased motion
reconstruction error; similarly, reducing FDF to zero also results
in increased motion reconstruction error. A plot of motion
reconstruction error (displacement error per frame after the motion
is recovered from the QMD file) for some typical motion
examples is given in Figure 6. As expected, keeping b to its
lowest value 8, results in the maximum motion reconstruction
error. Also, the motion reconstruction error decreases with
increase in the quality control parameter FDF, as more of the
original data is preserved.

F D F
b = 8
b = 1 0

Bytes_QMD = n/nd ● (segment_ header + segment_ motion)
+ m
(4)

b = 9
b = 1 1

Figure 5: QMD File Size as a function of fixed degree of
freedom (FDF) and values of b as 8, 9, 10 and 11. The number
of frames n = 100 and m = 62.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Reconstruction error obtained as a function of the FDF for varying number of bits b used to represent an
index (8, 9, 10 and 11) corresponding to lookup tables of sizes 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 respectively.
A pertinent question that immediately arises is: how
does one quantify the quality of the recovered motion? Indeed, this
is a fundamental problem with the current quantitative measures of
animation quality. We have found little existing research that
gives a good quantification of the quality of motion. The metric
used in this paper, the displacement error per frame (DEF), gives
an indication of the relative quality of the recovered motion when
compared with the DEF of the same motion reconstructed using
different QMD file parameters. Note that the DEF also gives a
relative measure of motion complexity between different types of
motions.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present our results obtained by constructing
QMD files as explained in the previous sections for various
motion examples. We have used 12 motion examples that
encompass a wide range of avatar motions at a frame rate of 33
fps. The avatar skeletal model is 62-dimensional; i.e. m = 62. The
results are grouped into two subsections. The first subsection
discusses the benefits of un-segmented QMD files. The second
subsection discusses the results obtained by optimizing the file
using the optimizing technique present in Section 5.3.

6.1 QMD files without segmentation

5.3 Optimal values for FDF, b and nd

We have observed that creating QMD files without segmentation
results in considerable reduction in the compressed file size (and
consequently, the network throughput requirement), but, at the
same time results in higher reconstruction error. We have
compared the sizes of the un-segmented QMD files with
compressed files obtained using MPEG-4 predictive encodingbased BAP compression for the 12 motion examples. MPEG-4
specifies a compression pipeline consisting of quantization,
predictive encoding and arithmetic coding for bit-level
compression. The experimental results are presented in Table 1.
The empirically determined values for the quality control
parameters are FDF = 6 and b = 8. The motion example with the
longest duration that could be converted to an un-segmented QMD
file without visible motion distortion is sword play (2251 frames).
An interesting observation is the fact that fast motions (jogging,
play drums and violin) and very complex motions (dancing) result
in a larger displacement error per frame (DEF) compared to more
regular motions. This is probably because the floating point
numbers in the motion matrices of these examples of fast and
complex motions appear to be uniformly distributed and do not
form clusters, thus reducing the chance of accurate reconstruction
of the data. The resulting file size, in most cases, is almost half
that of the MPEG-4 compressed file, with acceptable motion
quality.

The compression ratio and quality of reconstructed motion are
determined and controlled by the three parameters, FDF, b and nd.
Since the parameters are discrete, an optimal solution can be
determined by an exhaustive search of all the parameter
combinations, resulting in an O(n3) search algorithm. The
objective function or figure of merit for the optimization
(minimization in our case) is given by:

figure _ of _ merit( FDF , b, n d ) =
bytes _ QMD( FDF , b, n d ) DEF ( FDF , b, n d )

(5)

where bytes_QMD is the size of the file and DEF is the
displacement error per frame. For an optimum combination of low
file size and high quality of motion (low DEF), the value of
figure_of_merit is very low. The simplest method for minimizing
figure_of_merit is to perform an exhaustive search for the values
of FDF, b and nd that result in a minimum value of the objective
function in equation (5). An exhaustive search is possible since
the number of possible values for each parameter is finite. An
exhaustive search leads to the selection of optimal values for FDF,
b and nd, resulting in low file size and high quality of
reconstructed motion. We have used an exhaustive search method
to determine the optimal values for 12 different types of motion
examples. The experimental results and a comparison with
standard MPEG-4 based compression are presented in the next
section.
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difference between the original and the reconstructed motion. The
DEF for the segmented QMD file is much less than that for the unsegmented QMD file (compare columns marked [2] in Table 1
and Table 2). This is because the optimal QMD file segments the
original motion file, in order to maximize the quality of the
reconstructed motion, and also uses a greater number of buckets
per motion segment, in general. As explained in the next section,
QMD files have a distinct advantage in low-powered devices.
Unoptimized and un-segmented QMD files yield reconstructed
motion of acceptable quality, and yield significant reduction in the
network throughput requirement. Hence, it is left to the animator’s
discretion to either obtain reconstructed motion of the best quality,
or seek a compromise between the network throughput
requirement and the reconstructed motion quality.

6.2 Optimized QMD files with segmentation
Optimizing the QMD file, using the method presented in Section
5.3, leads to reconstructed motion of better quality (with lower
DEF value) compared to that obtained using the corresponding
un-segmented QMD file. However, the optimal QMD file is, in
general, larger due to the fact that more number of bytes may be
required for indexing, and also because fragmentation of the data
leads to higher overhead on account of more lookup tables. A
comparison of the sizes of the optimal QMD files and compressed
motion data files resulting from MPEG-4 encoding is presented in
Table 2. The QMD file sizes are comparable, and sometimes
greater than the sizes of the corresponding MPEG-4 compressed
files. However, the quality of the reconstructed motion from the
optimal QMD file is very good with hardly any perceptible

Number
of
Frames
[1]

Results

DEF
[2]

KB of
Original
Motion
Data
[3]

KB after
MPEG-4
Compression
[4]

KB of
corresponding
QMD file
[5]

Compression
Ratio: QMD vs.
MPEG-4
[6]
42.65%

jog

136

3

33.2

28

11.9

run_Leap

251

0.7

61.0

52

20.9

40.25%

stride

298

1.4

72.4

64

24.6

38.44%

walk

343

0.5

83.3

69

28.1

40.75%

jump

351

1.4

85.3

62

28.7

46.36%

basket Ball

396

0.8

96.1

78

32.3

41.35%

forward jump

415

1.4

100.8

68

33.7

49.62%

dance

434

20

105.4

86

35.2

40.96%

play piano

691

1

167.6

99

55.3

55.86%

play drums

804

3.4

195.0

88

64.1

72.88%

play violin

804

3.2

195.0

98

64.1

65.44%

sword play

2251

4

545.4

390

177.2

45.43%

Table 1: Comparison of MPEG-4 predictive encoding and arithmetic coding based compression vs. compression obtained using the
QMD file with unsegmented motion data. The fixed degree of freedom, FDF = 6. The reconstructed motion obtained from the QMD
file exhibits negligible distortion, after using the proposed intelligent lookup table. The resulting QMD file is, on an average, half the
size of the compressed MPEG-4 file.

nd

DEF
[2]

KB of
Original
Motion
Data
[3]

9

30

0.73

33.2

28

29.7

10

120

0.20

61.0

52

48.1

78.76%

120

1.23

72.4

64

22.2

30.65%

Number of
Frames
[1]

FDF

jog

136

11

run_Leap

251

11

stride

298

1

8

Results

b

KB after
MPEG-4
Compression
[4]

KB of
corresponding
QMD file
[5]

Compression
Ratio: QMD
vs. original
motion data
[6]
89.50%

walk

343

1

10

330

0.11

83.3

69

50.5

60.58%

jump

351

26

10

300

0.07

85.3

62

68.6

80.46%

basket Ball

396

11

10

210

0.19

96.1

78

64.7

67.32%

forward jump

415

6

10

90

0.20

100.8

68

75.4

74.86%

dance

434

1

8

150

19.06

105.4

86

30.8

29.26%

play piano

691

26

10

60

0.13

167.6

99

167.2

99.74%

Table 2: Optimal QMD file obtained after exhaustive search. The DEF is significantly less than that of the QMD file for the
unsegmented motion (as shown in Table 1).
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obtained via exhaustive search, which is naive. It may be possible
to obtain the optimal values for these parameters more efficiently.
Another drawback with any animation research is that there is no
quantitative measure for the quality of motion. Finally, the
intelligent use of the hierarchical structure of the motion yields
good results for full body motions of the avatar; for small delicate
motions such as movement of the finger, or for facial animation,
the proposed technique offers considerable scope for future
improvement.

7. POWER SAVINGS USING THE QMD
FILE FORMAT
QMD files have the option of either saving the network
throughput requirement by compromising quality of motion
slightly, or getting the best quality motion, but settling for
throughput requirement comparable to standard MPEG-4 based
compression. QMD files, compressed under optimal conditions,
generally yield approximately the same file sizes as compressed
motion files using standard MPEG-4 compression. The optimal
QMD file gives reconstructed motion of the best quality that is
visually indistinguishable from the original motion. In addition,
the QMD file representation leads to vast reduction in the number
of CPU cycles needed to decode the motion data from the
compressed version, as opposed to MPEG-4 based compression,
which requires a computationally expensive decoding procedure.
Decompression in the QMD file format is equivalent to
performing a table lookup operation using the index values. This
is a straightforward operation, and requires no extra CPU cycles in
the device which is decoding the data. On the other hand, MPEG-4
decompression consumes significantly more CPU cycles just to
recover the data from the compressed file, by first arithmetically
decoding the data and then recovering the floating point data from
the quantized data. This makes QMD file formats, optimally
created for the best quality of reconstructed motion, to be much
more advantageous for low powered devices than MPEG-4
compressed motion files.
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